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Secret taping stirs 
election controversy 
by Sandra Pedlclnl 
STAFF REPORTER 
Police were called into the 
Student Government Election 
Commission's office Thursday 
after complaints that student 
body vice presidential candi-
date Carmine Pellosie was tap-
ing conversations with elec-
tion commissioners without 
their knowledge. 
Pellosie said he made no 
attempt to conceal theTecorder. 
"We just carried it in," 
said ' Steven Wick, 
Pellosie's running mate.-
Pellosie said that one com-
missioner accused them ofhav-
inga paperon topoftherecorder. 
"There probably was," he 
said. "But at this point [in the 
interview], we were dealingwith 
12 sheets of paper. , 
SG Public Relations Director 
Chris Marlin said he was in-
formed by an election commis-
sioner that she thought some-
one was taping her. 
The commissioner called the 
police to check on the legality of m~~~~~~~~~~+.Mtfr 
the taping, he said, and they 
came over to investigate. 
Pellosie said he was taping 
conversations with the elec-
tion commissioners because he 
and Wick wanted to substanti-
ate information that the com-
missioners gave them. 
POLICE continued page 3 
Dukakis gives pitch 
Fonner candidate supfX?rls Democrats 
Jennifer M. Burgess 
STAFF REPORTER 
Michael Dukakis, the 1988 
Democratic presidential candi-
date and former governor of 
Massachusetts, spent two days 
lecturing on campus. 
Dukakis spent Friday and 
Monday meeting with groups 
to talk about political issues 
such as education, the upcom-
ing presidential election and 
the economy. 
· He spoke confidently about the 
credentials of the Democratic 
presidential candidates. 
"They are smart, savvy, sea-
soned people. All hold or have 
held major offices," he said. 
He explained the Democratic 
loss in the recent elections, 
"Democrats keep winning at 
every level of government up 
until the presidency. What we 
cannot do is win the damn presi-
dency. I wish I could tell you an 
easy formula, but I can't. If I 
could we would all be in the 
East Wing of the White House 
having a good time." 
Dukakis said the Democratic 
Pa~y is more willing than the 
Republican Party to use the 
power of the government to 
achieve success with economic 
and social issues .. 
"At times this has hurt the 
Democratic Party. The people 
think we want to spend all their 
money," he said. 
He also said he is concerned 
with the way the accusations 
against Governor Bill Clinton 
have been handled by the na-
tional media. . 
"What the hell does a 
candidate's sex life have to do 
with the real problems that 
. face this country?" · Dukakis 
asked the students. 
Speaking about -education, 
Dukakis said the problems in Politician Michael Dukakis is confident of Demo-
cratic presidential candidates. (John R1vera1FuruRE) DUKAKIS continue~ page 5 
CLASSIFIEDS page B 
Campus boosts 
rape awareness 
Jennifer M. Burgess 
STAFF REPORTER 
The second annual Rape Awareness 
Week kicked off yesterday on campus. 
The Rape Awareness and Prevention 
op Campus Network, three area col-
leges, the Naval Training Center and 
RESPONSE, the community rape crisis 
center, are sponsoring the event. 
"Rape ·Awareness Week is another 
vehicle to make men and women aware 
of the problem of sexual assault on the 
UCF campus," said Maureen Schaeffer, 
coordinator .of the Rape Awareness and 
Prevention on Campus Network. 
According to Schaeffer, the purpose of 
Rape Awareness Week is to make stu-
dents aware of ways to prevent rape and 
to inform them about their options after 
a rape has occurred. 
"We want to expose everyone to the 
resources available in regard to sexual 
assault," Schaeffer said. 
Rape awareness and prevention ac-
tivities are scheduled in the Student 
RAPE continued page 4 
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~DENllODY 
pa 1~: wf:'~ IDENf 
CANDIDATE FORUM 
,Be there to ask questions, make 
.comments ancf get answers. 
WHERE? 
12:00NOON 
THURSDAY 
FEBRUARY 13th 
on the GREEN 
' Food . S.eiV~ce Survey 
Sponsored by Student Government 
1) How do you feel about the food service on campus? 
Extremely Satisfied 
Satisfied 
Neutral 
Dissatisfied 
Extremely Dissatisfied 
2) How many times per week do you eat on campus? 
0 
1-3 
4-6 
7-9 
10 or more 
3) Would you eat on campus more often if we had a "food court" 
with vendors such as Burger King, McDonald's, Wendy's, 
Subway, Miami subs, Taco Bell, Kentucky Fried Chicken, etc.? 
Definately 
Probably 
Maybe 
No 
4) What 4 food vendors would you like to see on campus? 
I) ' . 
2) _______ _ 
3) __ ~-----
4) _______ _ 
5) Additional Comments: 
·I 6) Social Security# (Optional) _____ _ 
I 
I Please Return to the Student Government 
. · I 
I 
I 
. L ___ · __ _fo~troller's _9ffic~S(_152l ____ ...:.. _J 
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Kim Atwood, acting chief election commissioner, faces 
reconfirmation by SG Senate. (John R1vera1FuruRE) 
ATWOOD 
FROM PAGE 1 
election commissioner. 
The week before, the Senate 
had passed Atwood as election 
commissioner. 
running mate, Carmen Pelliose, 
assert that the election commis-
sion has not done an adequate job 
of informingthem of deadlines. 
I I, 
I I I r 
i I 11. I 
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Candidate accused of violation 
by Sandra Pedlclnl . 
STAFF REPORTER 
Mann and his running mate Warren Foley said 
that talking to people about the campaign was not 
Th~ Student Government Election Commis- active campaigning. 
sion accused student body presidential candidate Since a person has to explain their campaign 
David Mann -of committing a major violation of in ord~r tQ get signatures to have their name on 
election statutes Friday. the ballot, Foley said, that would mean every-
The commission said Mann was actively one whose name is on the ballot is in violation 
campaigning before statutes legally ~~~~~~~~ of election statutes. 
allowed it. "What I did when I spoke in 
Election statutes state that can- ''Are we SUp- front of the group was no different 
didates may not campaign before posed to keep it in any way, shape o~-fomn. than 
Feb. 10. The statutes also say that a secret that what I did when I we~tit~rough 
active campaigning is defined, but the petition process,'! Mlinti said. 
not limited to, "any display or dis- we're running?" Write-in SG presiden""t1al can-
tribution of tangible publicity for a • Steven Wick didate Steven Wick~ 'defended 
candidate/ticket for an .elective of- WRITE-IN CANDIDATE Mann's arguement. l~~ · ,-1 
fice ofthe ·student body." "Are we supposed :'1tefiep it a 
SGvehiclemanager KeithMulkay secret that we're r1:1i)~pg?" he 
informed election commissioners that Mann had asked election commissioners. Yv ~: · 
spoken to the Alpha Kappa Psi business frater- Mann also said that the term "defined, but 
nity regarding eiections on Feb. 2. - not limited to" was too vague and that the term 
In a memo to the election commission, SG "active campaigning" needed a more ·concrete 
Attorney General Bob Cherry said that "where definition. 
a person who speaks at.a meeting introduces "How can you define something but not limit 
himself as a candidate for an elected office, it?" he said. 
makes known his running mate and proceeds Acting Assistant Chief Election Commis-
to delineate his platform, it is completely obvi- sioner Jodi LaCost said that she saw Mann's 
ous ... that the said speaker was engaging in point, but the case would still have to go before 
active campaigning." the enti,re SG election commission on Wednes-
ButinameetingforcandidatesheldonFriday, day, and possibly the SG judicial council. 
POLICE 
;FROM PAGE 1 
Pellosie complained that com-
missioners told him and Wick to 
ignore the section of election stat-
utes underneath the heading 
"Election Commission." 
Because they did, Pellosie said, 
he and Wick missed the deadline 
to submit their profiles. SG pub-
lishes all the candidate's profiles 
in The Central Florida Future. 
Because they missed the dead-
line, however, Pellosie said SG 
wouldnotpaywprinttheprofiles. 
Instead, Pellosie and Wick paid 
the Futuremorethan$200todoit. 
Senate secretary Heather 
Lewis said the candidates could 
have looked on the election com-
mission bulletin board to find out 
about the profiles.-Th~~'tlf$'&llines 
were also listed in an SG ad in the 
Future. 
The bulletin board is located in 
the SG office an<! posts various 
information on elections. 
UCF police officers confis-
cated Pellosie' s tape, but Pellosie 
was not arrested. 
"W efound out we were wrong 
to do it," Pellosie saicl. 
4 , The Central Florida Future • February 11, 1992 
Rapists face reduced ~ties 
Jennifer M. Burgess 
STAFF REPORTER 
The Florida Supreme Court 
last week lessened the penalty 
for first-time rapists. 
The ruling states that first-
time rapists will face a maxi-
mum of one year in jail and 
will be sentenced to prison only 
. if they have a prior criminal 
record or physically injure 
their victims. 
Rapists who have no prior 
criminal record and do not 
visibly injure their victims 
will receive probation or a 
maximum sentence of one 
year in the county jail. 
· Sgt. Sandra McClendon of 
the University of Central 
Florida Police Department said 
this ruling has special mean-
ing to students on the college 
campuses. 
"Most rapes on campus are 
date or acquaintance rapes. 
These rapes are difficult to 
prove and are usually under-
reported." 
According to McClendon, 
RAPE 
FROM PAGE 1 
Center and the Student Health 
Services Lobby. 
Videos will be shown daily in 
the Student Health Center 
Lobby from 8 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. 
Videos will also be shown in the 
Wild Pizza at noon throughout 
the week. 
Sgt. SandraMcClendon of the 
University Police Department 
will be speaking in the Student 
Center at 7 p.m. McClendon's 
topic is "Choice Not Chance." 
Jay Friedman, director for 
Planned Parenthood of North-
. ern New England, will be 
speaking on sexual messages 
in the media at the NTC Or-
_ lando and iii the Student Cen-
ter Auditorium Thursday at 3 
p.m. He will also speak on the 
Rollins College campus at 1:30 
p.m .. about issues relating to 
campus groups. 
~ver Get A Pol 
~mashed! 
f Alf NOS OoN\r lH fRlfNDS 
ORIVf ORUNK. 
this ruling may prevent rape Lea, a psychology major. , 
victims from reporting the vio- "I am not sure if I would 
lations. report a rape knowing the vic-
"Rape is a crime, no matter tim would be sentenced to less 
what the circumstance is. The than a year in jail." 
devastation to the victim is the Lea added, "Having inter-
same," McClendon said. course with someone against 
Judith Barrett, executive di- your will is rape ·and the psy-
rector of RESPONSE, the lo- .chological devastation is the 
cal rape crisis center, said this same whether there is physi-
legislation will "underestimate cal injury or not." · 
the importance of date and ac- · Schaefer added that the 
quaintance rape." punishment for rape where 
Barrett said the distinction victims suffer injuries is too 
made between a rape without lenient. 
injury and rape with injury may "For all the pain [for the vic-
prevent victims from prosecut- tim] there is not much retribu-
ing the attacker. tion [for the rapist]," she said. 
Maureen Schaefer, coordi- AccordingtoMcClendon, vic-
natoroftherap·e awarenssand tims should not be discouraged 
prevention on campus, views by this ruling and should speak 
the new law as a barrier for outagainst the crimes. . 
victims. "We have a Victim Advocate 
"There are constant road- Program · on campus. We have 
bl~cksputinfrontofthesepeople procedures and processes in 
[victims]," Schaefer said. place to help them." 
"I do not agree with giving a McClendon added that ''Vic-
lesser sentence for rapists with tims should speak up because 
no prior record and who do not there are things we can do, and 
injuretheirvictims,"saidCarole it will be taken seriously." 
SAY CHEESE 
Marc Craddock, social science major, phctographs Julie 
Oshins by the Fame of Hope Thursday. (Michae1 .0eHoog1FuTUREl 
E\l.ERY 6 ~11NUTES 
A SEXUAL ASSAULT OCCURS IN THIS COUNTRY. 
JOIN US ON THE GREEN 
ff AM - 1 PM ON -~JEONESDAY, FEB. 12 
FOR CAMPUS AND_ COMM.UNITY 
INFO ON PREVENTION ANO AS·SISTANCE. 
Rape A"Warenes.s 
Week 
Jay Friedman presents ... 
\vHAT-DOES LO\l.E 
HAVE TO DO \vlTH IT? 
An entertainine and l.houeht-provokine 
presentation about sexua1 messages in 
' 
the me~Ha and other mixed s.isnals. 
Student Center Auditorium 
3-4:30 prn on Thursday, . February 13 
LISTEN FOR THE SIREN EVERY SIX MINUTES ... 
". . , 
. , 
l 
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• 
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• 
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JACKSON JR. 
Jessie Jackson Jr. speaks to about 300 students, faculty and community members 
Friday in the UCF Gym. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE) 
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DUKAKIS 
FROM PAGE 1 
to allow any college student to 
borrow money and pay back 
Dukak.is said the problems in the loan after graduation. The 
this country can be solved only trust would be.replenished by 
after we decide "what it is that the college graduates and be of 
makes a good education." no cost to taxpayers. 
''I don't know if we have set > Dukak.is also suggested that 
st.andardshighenough,"headded. when state and local funds are 
Motivating teachers and ere- cut that the federal government 
ating standards were some ex- provide supplemental funds. 
amples Dukak.is suggested for In response to recent accu-
how the United ·~~·~~~~~~ sations by Japa-
States could im- nese officials that 
prove education. "The people U.S. workers are · 
Dukakis sug- think we want to lazy, Dukakis 
ges~ed that the said, 'We ought to 
education corps be spend all their stop bashing the 
re-implemented money." Japanese and the 
and special schol- Japanese ought to 
arships be stop bashing us." 
awarded for indi- • Michael Dukakis Robert Arnoff, an 
viduals studying to DE MOC RA Tl C LEADER inter p e rs on al 
be teachers. -------· communi~ation He also sug- major, attended 
gested several ways the federal one of the lectures given by 
government could help the na- Dukakis. . 
tion out of the recession. "I agree with Dukakis on just 
''The government must guar-
antee a college education to each 
person qualified," he said. 
He said the government 
should create a national trust 
about nothing. Ideologically we 
are worlds apart, but it was nice 
to see a public figure without it 
being filtered through the me-
dia," he said. 
r--------------------, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
: Buy One, Get One 50% Off : 
I When you purchase one food item, receive the I 
I second entree of equal ~r less value, for half price. I 
I Please present coupon when ordering. Not valid in combmation with other I 
discounts or special offers. No cash value. Limit 1 coupon per party per VlSit. 
I WMJ f ~ Valid only at the following Wag's: I 
I 10615 E. Colonial I 
I Union Park I FAMILY RESTAURANTS 
L Expires April 30,1992 Phone ahead for pickup 281-1344 .J 
--------------------
HEADS EAST 
HAIRSTYLING 
STYLE CUT 
Professional Stylists 
Walmart Center 
10661 E. Col. Dr. 
100/o STUDENT DISCOUNT 
WITH THIS AD 
$995 
Appt. or Walk In 
282-1754 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
American Red Cross 
The Central Florida Future 
Presidential hopefuls 
begin .campaigning as 
SG repeals decision 
.E lectionsnationwidearegearingupforthe 
competition and victory. Every<>ne has a 
. plan to save the __ ("fill in the orgruri-
zation of your choice.") All who plan on voting are 
convinceclthattheircandidateistheoneforthejob. 
So where does thatleavethoseapatheticfolks who 
have no get up and go? It places them in the 
extremely lucky position of watching the candi-
dates trip over themselves to try and get their 
votes. Speaking of candidates trippingoverthem-
selves-andspeakingofthewholefoolishpolitiml 
proces.s-brings us to the UCF Student Govern-
ment presidential elections. And the word to focus · 
on here is fooUsh. 
UCF's biggest election problem is the confu-
sion in the election commission. This confusion 
so far has resulted in one presidential 
candidated being deemed "Little Richard Nixon" 
and another candidate being falsely accused of 
campaigning too early. 
Here's how all of this started ... 
The senate voted in a chief election ·commis-
TOPIC= "JFK" CONr1?DVER5Y 
r cou~~ 
\J5£)oM£ 
HELP! 
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-PathetiC-'90's pupils form good line~ 
. sioner some time ago. She started her job, but n~ l1uclta.la bitch and the politicians profess thek positionS on < 
as time progressed, the senate had a problem ~ - the economy. This has bec-oµie the norm in-tmr 
with her professionalism. There were rumors society, a wayoflife. But the politicians aren't all th~t 
that she was having too much funinthe office, stupid; they do know·one thing: the studen~ at UCF 
no.thing too specific, just not professional. The w hat ever happened.to the protesters of the are dumber than they are; they know tire-students 
senate then tumedaroundanddenouncedher. '60s? You know, the hippies who thought won'tdoanything,likemarchontherapitolbuilding. 
they knew everything and demonstrated But something like that would take intelligence and ~ 
- -Since presidential elections are -approae& -for the rights of the few and oppressed. leadership, something students can't expect from 
ing, Student Body President _Jason DiBona Where are they when we need them? Well, they theeducafionaystem. Thepoliticiansknowademon-
reappointed her without the approval of the· cut their hair and joined the corrupt system they stration of historic numbers would probably make c 
s.enate. hi fact it will be three weeks until she fought so hard against. They got tired ofhaving cops the CNN News every half hour . .But the students 
can be reaffirmed. By this time, student body beat their heads against the asphalt on a hot Missis- don't want to make waves.., or do they? J'his SPrt of 
presidential elections will be history, 80 there sippinight. They lefttheprotestlife-theyparaded demonstrationwouldmakestudentssmartandthat 
will only be an acting chief election commis- away and grew kids in their back yard in Berkley, would make politicians nervous. 
Calif. -Their time is over; they're too old to fight the . · Besi4es, the students at UCE. must tell their 
sioner.Doesthismakesense?Whycouldn'tSG big fight, and too tired to run. Well, it's not their childrenofthe21stcenturyabouthowdifficultitwas 
preparefortheelectionsbyhavingacompetent problem anymore. . to waste hours in lines and how they begged for \. 
chief election commissioner already in office? It's the problem of the students and no one else. uselessclassesandhowtheywrestledwithodd-hour 
Why did DiBona elect someone that the The concern students of the '90s will lead this coun- time slots and the unsympathetic administrators; 
senate dissapproved? try- not the pitiful politicians in their posh offices and how classes were so. overcrowded that they had 
The write-in candidates on the UCF campus nor the preoccupied parents _nor the lamentable to sit on the cold floor. They, the NOW students at 
· were unable to receive the ~rrect paperwork lecturers of public schools. · UCF, will tell their children how it was. Of colirse 
Here we sit in the pathetic/apathetic '90s doing they will glorify it a little and then their children will 
until Friday. Thecandidatesclaimed theywere nothing_ to change the situation. Why change the become ignorantly proud of their parents. 
"getting the run around." long hatH"S in 1:ifte fer classes and the hours in line for - It the students want to grow up and.say .to their 
_Apparently the write-in ran.didates-don'ttmst p and-the hottrs pushing professors for over- -~liildien,~~wasn"'t myfauit the eaucatm~~ ft.:s ---
om-election >00mmissien-hecause they went1.ITT1 rides?--The stu_dents seem to.like the hours of doing theway it is, "-0r "I re.ally qmldnldo aDything theik' 
- meeting with~ tfli; ·m«~~ ~l_!!'e~ no~ ~~-~.fr~ ~e. It all makes-se~ no'!_: _  then4et ~yes foll the $YStem-£()_ih&.very en . 
. ---they rould campaign in a oortain manner. The the wlii~mg and bitching m.t~o-=hour l~ng lines ~a and ~-notbin_g. _____ _ _ . . • 
lice came and said that it is against the law to -the ~ es of-studentsi>W?n~ out th:err post-pubic -~ wotft- ~roblem anymore - it will be 
po . · . · · · problems to anyone who will listen. theirs. 
tape con~ersations- without the ~nt of :fhe - These students.in line are trying to te1tus-some- - - "Stuaents in the future may one day live through a 
personbeingtaped. Whatcouldpossiblybesaidat thing. . scenario like ·this: 
such a meeting that dictated suchharsh actions? . Jt's.hard to figure out exactly what they're saying First they came for the foreign language, and I did 
It does seem rather strange. with their heads.up their ass, but I think I can make - ·not.speak out because I did not need the class. 
Here we have seen a case where the lack of out what they're saying, "Moinmy, I want my ThentheyclosedtheCollegeofBusiness,andidid 
trust between people about a college election mommy," and "This really sucks the big one." not speak out because I was not a business major. 
was so. at that they had to call in the police. How can stu~ents stand there and do n~t~g e~ Then they cut all the classes in the summer, and '--
. ~ but scratch their butts and blame the politicians m folid not speak out because I was about to leave. 
It ts ndiculous to have to. go to sue~ lengths Tallahassee? That question can easily be answered: Then they came to congratulate me with a Bach-~ have to run for an office m good fruth. dumb students, you know who they are, grow up to elor of ArtS degree, but there was no one left but me 
The week before elections is too late to decide elect dumb politicians; politicians in turn waste the in the class of'93. 
you have no clue about what is going on. money on dumb things. - Chris Puchala is a senior studying creative writ-
. SG needs to get its act together. It~s a great and well 'managed cycle, the students ing. · 
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American students receiving second-rate education 
EdBOwes 
EXTRAPOLATE HO 
D ming the lat.e '70s and. all through the '80s, America witnessed the relative deterioration ofits educational system. After 12 years of national debate, many folks 
in education, corporate industry, government and the world in 
general have no other choice but come to the agreement that 
many American children arenii getting the education they 
should- they're being shOrt-changed by the system. 
It is being speculated that young people between the ages 
of 22 and 30 make up the first generation of workers in 
American history who, collectively, are less competent than 
their parents. 
If this is true, then it comes as no surprise. These children 
(who aren't children anymore) were failed by a system - an 
education system thrown into the slumps by liberalism. 
Back in the late '60s, many ~tudents thought our educa-
.tionsystem needed reforming.Even though it had been doing 
terrific all along, there were those who felt it was too rigid, 
not thought provoking and generally out of step with society's 
changes(whichinitselfwas ahoot). So, as we all know, many 
(but not all) students hurled themselves into protests -
some against the Vietnam conflict, others against the educa-
tion system, some against both. Some just did it for fun, 
'cause smokin' dope, . skipping class, wearing headbands, 
spectacles and tie-die was more than just style to those 
people - it was religion and they thought they were gods. 
At any rate, these smarties felt change was needed for our 
education system. It was a ti.me to let the students begin to 
make curriculum decisions. It was a time to let students set 
academic standards. It was a time to let students set aca-
demic goals. Generally, it was a time when the inmates were 
allowed to run the asylum. And if they didn'tget their way, 
well another protest rally was just around the corner. 
So what were the results? During the '70s many high 
schools and colleges "opened up" to this new"enlightenment" 
and began to give students, and certain subjects they ensue, 
more acceptability and autonomy.Newer courses like Group 
Dynamics (real "dynamic"), Interpersonal Communica,tion 
(what the hell is that all about?), and Gourmet Cooking for 
Bachelors (I kid you not) found their way into mainstream 
academics. High schools prematurely taught intellectually 
soft subjects like sociology, psychology and agriculture. And 
the whole time less attention was being paid to the funda-
mental basics of English composition and secondary math 
(algebra, geometry, trigonometry, analysis and calculus). 
Furthermore, all the aforementioned pot smokin' and 
affiliated activity found its way into mainstream academics. 
And you people who went to high school in the '70s and early 
'80s know exactly what it's all about, for there are a good 
number of you right here, probably because you were slack-
ing off in the new "enlightened" education system. Now 
you've come back to make up ten to 15 years oflost time. 
However, when William Bennett became education sec-
retary, he introduced a back to the basics program. In order 
to bring students back to solid academic foundations, the 
Reagan administration heavily supported Back to the Basics 
(contrary to popular belief, federal outlays for education rose 
by 50 percent during the Reagan years - and if you don't 
believe it, get an almanac!). 
But a good number of parents who raised children in the 
'80s happened to be, guess ~ho ... ahhh, give up? The liberal 
hippie-freaks who screwed up a perfectly fine education 
system. And aside from the student, it is a student's parents 
who have the greatest impact on the quality of their child's 
education. The attitudes and values raised in the home 
always transcend into the schools. 
This all comes to a firial point: the reason why many 
· American students are receiving second-rate educations ifi 
because they don't know how to take the first-rate one being 
offered them. The schools of this nation are fine. So are the 
instructors and textbooks. If second-rate nations (Taiwan, 
Singapore, Iceland) can produce better students with only a 
fraction of the academic resources we have, there is no excuse 
for our folly. 
·The sacred attitudes and values that once benchmarked 
our education system were destroy€d by a pack oflate '60s, 
early ~70s brats. What's sickening is that those brats got a 
wholesome education, for the liberalism didn't fully perme-
ate the system until after they were taught (structural lag, 
ya know). 
The answer for rebuilding our education system comes 
not from greater funding or reorganization, although those 
might help. The true answer is found in the rebuilding of 
values and attitudes toward learning. And that is not done 
though our legislators and politicians; but through our 
families and ourselves. 
Dave.Barry,-the man with a plan for America in '92 
Dave Barry 
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES 
T oday, as a leading presidential contender, I am pleased to present my Economic Package. I realize rm late. The other 53 leadingcontend-
ers turned in their Economic Packages weeks ago. But 
I have an excuse: The dog ate my Economic Package. 
No, really, my excuse is that I've been busy trying 
to notify the government that I'm running for presi-
dent. I thought this would be a simple procedure. I 
mean, look at the other contenders. These people are 
not all riuclear physicists. Some of them aren't even 
vertebrate life forms. 
(We'll pause here while the Duke supporters look up 
"vertebrate.") 
- Anyway, I called the Federal Election Commission 
in Washington, D.C., and told the .person who an-
swered the phone that I was running for president. I 
figured she'd just make a note of this, then a-ssign some 
Secret Service agents to follow me around, beat up 
people who cut me off in traffic, maybe do some work on 
my yard, etc. 
Instead, she mailed me some . forms, which de-
manded to know the name of the committee that 
handles my campaign contributions and the bank 
where these are deposited. I frankly had not thought 
that a committee was necessary, since my contribu-
tions consist of about $30 in small bills and coins 
from various nations including (this is true) Boliva. 
These funds are currently deposited in the box for 
the Nerf Ping Pong set that I maintain in my office in 
case of emergency. 
So in an effort to satisfy the FEC forms, I tried to 
open a bank account; but the bank- and you wonder 
why our banking system is in trouble- refused to take 
the money. The bank peraon. said I couldn't have an 
account because I didn't have· a Federal Identification 
Number. (For the record, neither did Abraham Lin-
coln.)Theironyhereisthatl'mlocatedinMiami, where 
\ · 
I I 
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banks have a tradition of accepting huge cash deposits 
delivered in trucks that say "ACME COCAINE DEAL-
ERSHIP." But God forbid they should take money from 
a declared presidential candidate. 
So !applied for a federal identification number, 
which you get from the Internal Revenue Service, by 
filling out Form SS-4. Here's an actual quotation from 
the instructions. 
"6. With respect to which are reasonable arrangements 
designed to ensure that (a) residual interests are not held 
by disqualified organiZations (as defined in section 860E(e) 
(5)), and (b) information necessary for the application of 
section 805E(e) will be made available. _ 
The instruction also say: "If you have ... suggestions 
for making this form more simple, we would be happy 
to hear from you." My suggestion is, "Shoot the extra-
terrestrial being who wrote these instructions in the 
head, ifit has one." Of course I wouldn't tell the IRS that 
because rd probably be selected for the Special Audit, 
which involves fire ants. .. 
My point is that there's a lot of tricky paperwork 
involved in running for president, which is why rm late 
with my Economic Package. 
I've studied the other candidates' packages, and 
they're all designed to appeal to middle-class Ameri-
cans, technically defined as "Americans who own 
VCRs but c~mnot program them." Most of the pack-
ages involve "tax breaks;" which is when the govern-
mEmt, amid great fanfare, generously decides not to 
take quite so much of your income. In other words, 
these candidates are trying to buy your votes with 
your own· money. 
Well, as Abraham Lincoln once said: "If you're going 
to take a bribe, hold o~t for top dollar. "Which is why rm 
proud to present: 
MY ECONOMIC PACKAGE 
i. Every middle-class American will receive $10,000 
cash from the government. 
2. Make that $20,000. 
3. Sometimes, without warning, U.S. Air Force bomb-
ers will fly over randomly chosen middle-class commu-
nities and drop bales of money. 
4. I see no reason why the IRS has to know about any 
of this. 
Also I would create jobs. As president, I'd gather 
up the top U.S. auto executives,· and I'd depart for 
Japan as the head of a Special Trade Mission. Mid-
way across the Pacific, these executives would be 
given parachutes and life rafts, and be shoved out of 
the plane, thereby freeing up millions of dollars in 
salary·money that the auto companies could use to 
hire people to make better cars. 
Then I'd continue on toJapan, where, in tough,high-
level talks with Japanese officials, I'd demand that 
they make VCRs that a normal human could program. 
Then I'd attend a formal dinner where rd suddenly fall 
under the table and barf, but the members of my official 
entourage would just leave me there because-they'd be 
used to it. 
COMING SOON; The Federal Budget Deficit -
Let's Let Our Children W~rry About It. 
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GREEK CORNER 
ALPHA DEL TA Pl 
Thanks l:<l>E, Kl1, &AXA for a wild social. 
Did anyone get tied? l:<l>E, we are ready 
to win the trophy and your hearts, as 
usual I Good luck Sandra! Why ask why, 
'AMJ! 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
Thanks Il<l> for a great social. Taus, get 
motivated-Greek Park is just around the 
comer as well as a bigger and better Tiki 
Hut. Don't forget-live the creed! TBMT 
DELTA GAMMA 
Hayride was awesome! Great job Amy 
& Suzi. Happy B-Day, Janice. Sig-Ep, 
gre~t Serenade. We're ready for Queen 
of Hearts. Good luck to our two Marys: 
Gale&Ancona •XO.XO.XO.XOArl 
DELTA UPSILON 
We would like to thank all the Greeks 
for the warm reception we've received 
at UCF. We're looking forward to work-
ing with you and building a strong inter-
fratemal relationship. 
11 Y The RUSH isn't over yet 11 Y 
We're starting back up next week, be-
ginning Sunday at 5:00 with a rush 
meeting with the alumni. Lets see if we 
can pick up another 15. Why join a fra-
ternity and be a follower, when you can 
join Delta Upsilon and be a leader? 
llY What A RUSH!!! 11Y 
KAPPA DELTA 
Kl1 Ladies R Siked4Queen of •s w/l:<l>E 
Go4it Stacy y! You'll do awesome I What 
a TIE of a Blast Fri nite AXA l:<l>EAMI-
Thanks 4a Great Social Thanks Kl: & 
TKE UR the Best! Kl1 Basketball #1 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
Thanks Sig Ep for letting us party with 1 
Kl1 & AMI at your house! Good luck to 
the soccer teams in the toumy. Do it for 
Todd! Crush dance is Sat. Dinnertomor-
row @6:00. 
PHI DELTA THETA 
Hope everyone enjoyed that (last?) 
Slugfest. Welcome to the party, PALI 
Pledges, get those signatures. Anyone 
seen Byron lately? Let's cut down on 
CW a bit, huh guys! "$" 
PHI GAMMA DELTA 
Great soccer season guys. B-ball Wed. 
at6 :30. Get ready for softball guys, we're 
going to kick bats! Keep up the good 
work Pledges. Phi Gamms-FIJls so 
good we need 2 names! 
Pl BETA PHI 
Congrats to New Exec. You are doing a 
great job. Jennie V., It's about time you 
get Sis of the Week. We !II' our pearls & 
pledges! Int. groups Remember those 
cans KRROOP Jenn T. Keep up the 
tradition. ATO We had a wild wild time 
out West with you. l:<l>E watchout, Il<l>'s 
are gonna take it this year. 
· Pl SIGMA EPSILON 
The par:tyfor Elizabeth was great!. Thanks 
to everyone that helped! The AIDS ben-
efit5K Run For Life is Sun. Feb 16. Hope 
to see ewryone there! Keep up the great 
work nm! 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
What a weekend! Two thumbs up to 
Chris Laux for· a raging provin~. Keep 
up that gluteus max whipping in 
intramurals E's. Don't forget to bring a 
special lady to the Valentine dinner at 
the house on Friday. Also, the Love or 
Lust Fiesta (you decide which) is Satur-
day at the House so build up that toler-
ance bros. <l>A Baby! 
SIGMA CHI 
CONGRATULATIONS newly initiated 
Brothers!!! IX Sports-still #1 on cam-
pus. Team I Basketballto11ight@8:30vs 
l:AE V•lentine Party W/ A TO Fri! How 
'bout that NEW HOUSE I! . 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
. QUEEN OF HEARTS IS HERE! 
Wed. banner due, serenade @8:00 
Thur. PARTY you know where 
Fri. Games on Green 11-1 
Sat. Heart-Walk meet@ house 11 :30 
Pageant@ 8:00 Wild Pizza 
PARTY AT SIG-EP HOUSE 
MY TIE was great! Thanks AMI Kl1 
AXA ·A team 8-ball Tues 6:30 v AXA 
B-team Wed 8:30 Thur 7:30 Bteani Soc-
cer 5 out of 6 goals scored were against 
11Tl1. PARTYSATNIGHT-SIG-EPI 
Cl.US INFO 
A.A. MEETING EVERY WEDNES.PAY 
12-1 PM STUDENT CENTER RM 211 
ATTENTION: Please DO NOT PLACE 
ANY ADVERTISEMENTS OR FL YEAS 
ON THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
NEWSPAPER STANDS!!! If anyone's 
ad or flyer is found anywhere on the 
I 
!Sherwood Forest* 
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate 
Occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 
657-1967 
Townhouse 2Bedrm 2Bath Washer/ . 
Dryer Very clean Available now 657-
7598 
Room- In Nice 3/2 House in Alafaya 
Woods Fenced Yard/Washer/Dryer/by 
Park Immediate Occupancy -Joan 
365-1006 
FOR RENT: 2br 1 ba House $575. 1 br 
1 ba apt. $390.. Both very nice. Near 
Rollins. Call Steve 647-8638. 
FOR SALE 
King size Oak Waterbed, New Mattress 
& Heater. (8) Drawer Pedestal & Miirrored 
Headboard. Asking $500 OBO 
Ph#275-9721 
RUSH! Kingsize wtrbd wlhdbrd. dress. 
each $175 080 call 296-4253 Lv. msg. 
296-4253 
STRAIGHT "A" NOTES 
FORSALENOW 
SOP3n2 
ADV4000 
NOTES COMPILED BY •STRAIGHT 
•A• STUDENTS 
PURCHASE NOW! 
CALL n4-6768 
stands, you will be notified only ONCE COMPACT DISC/RECORD SHOW 
and then charged and billed for the full - 1000's of Collectable CD's & Records 
for sare. March 1, 1992 10am-5pm 
· page ad rate - $420I!! Howard Johnson's, 1-4 & C.olonial Dr. 
ROOMMATES 
Roommate Wanted ASAP! No Deposit 
Female NS Sutton Place-Apts Share 21 
2 Master Bdrm w/own bath W/D 
$213+1/3 util. Call 678-6285 
M/F Nonsmoker for 3/2 Apt 6 mi from 
Campus Avail Feb 13$189mo+ 1/3 util 
Own Room Apt overlooks LAKE 657-
9837 . 
Female N/S Roommate needed to share 
Woodlands Apt. Private bed & bath.$245/ 
mo. Call 823-9904 
M/F Wanted Share 211 House; 15 min 
from UCF Quiet, $220 + 1/2 utilities Call 
John 365-3420 
Female Roommate to share nice house 
close. to campus. Move in 3/1192. $225 
plus utilities. Call 365-2940 
M/F needed private room +bath, 5 min-
utes from UCF on Dean Rd. Quiet 
house, nonsmokers, no dogs/cats $225 
per month 657-5912 or 677-1373 
MF Nonsmoker 2Bd2Ba Apt AltSprings 
$250+1/2 util Pool etc. 3805967/ 
2950992 
FOR RENT 
MOVE IN SPECIAL! Put down a secu-
rity deposit on 2-bedroom, 2 bath Co-
lonial Pointe Apartment before Febru-
ary 29. 1992, and save $50 a month for 
the first 12 months! Call for details, (407) 
679-6061 . 
Orlando, FL Info: 407-282-9540 
Rockford Fosgate Punch 150HD t~ever 
used $399 080 Call 380-6000 Ext 1341 
Schwinn Letour 12 Spd Racing Bike 
Suntour Blaze Accushift Components 
$200 080 Call 382-6605 after 5 
Trundle Bed, couch· w/ sleeper and re-
clining chair. Best offer, must sell. 381-
1721. 
For Sale: All purpose, new tables Su-
perb Deal only $15 Call now at 425-
7020 or 381-9153 any time · . 
AUTOS 
87 Honda Civic CRX 5Speed Stereo 
Excellent Condition 71 K $3800 679-
0893 
HELP WANTED 
RPS needs PIT Package Handlers from 
3-?am $7 per hr Call 297-3,7J 5 
Make up to $5000/mo. or more record-
ing video cassette tapes. FREE DE-
TAILS! CALL TODAY! (813) 852-8837 
(Ext JH .13) 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
fisheries. Earn $5,000+/month. Free 
transportation! Room & Board! Over 
8,000 openings .. Male or Female. For 
employment program call 1-206-545-
4155 ext 1381 
Campus Representative needed imme-
diately. Highsmith Comj>any, marketer 
of University supplies and equipment, 
needs student for campus representa-
tion, research and catalog distribution. 
Call Market Research Department, 
Highsmith Company, 414 563 9571. 
Wanted Hardworking -and motivated 
Student (Marketing/Sales) for Part-time 
Work (15-20hrs) hourly rate plus com-
mission. Call John at 657-0115. Hours 
9am to Spm Mon. -Fri. 
ATIENTION: especially Marketing, 
Management, Business, and Hospitali-
ty Management Majors. Unique oppor-
tunity. Nation Beverage Company is 
seeking self-motivated individuals to fill 
sales and management positions. Hours 
Flexible-tm!imited income! Call John 
. ph#823-4194 
BABYSITTER NEEDED. Lake Pickett 
Area. 2 and 12 month olds. $160/week. 
Full-time for 6 weeks. ASAP 366-1324 · 
Good Experience for your Resume! Day 
parttime field marketing for a small busi-. 
ness. Must be motivated and a self-
starter. Call 677-8757. 
ATTENTION STUDENTS . 
We are offering you a chance to earn 
extra money in your spare time. Set 
your own hours. This is not stuffing·en-
velopes or any other pie in the sky pro-
gram. This is a legitimate opportunity to 
market the finest health and weight loss 
products on the market. For more info. 
Call 380-6000 ext1341 
Employers want communication skills 
from college grads. Gain these and earn 
great money as an OPC. For more infor-
mation, call Dave 239-8891. 
Get paid everyday and choose your 
hours! Eam great money as an OPC. For 
info, call David at 239-8891. 
Don't be an unhappy whopp0r flopper 
Part-lime Help Wanted 4 miles from 
UCF Flexible hrs. AIR-CONDITIONED 
Office, Earn $4.35 to $9.00 hour. Limit-
ed Openings Call 671-4111 
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM 
Fraternities, sororities, student dubs. 
Earn up to $1000 in one week. Plus 
receive a $1000 bonus yourself. And a 
FREE WATCH just tor calling 1-800-
932-0528 Ext. 65. 
WANTED 
HANDBALL PLA YEAS! 
Contact Bryan, 3-5044 or 281-6915 
SERVICES 
RESUME HOUSE-professional resume 
development services by mail. Call 1-
800-637-9675 (extension 823). 
Apply now for 6wks of ARMY ROTC 
Leadership Training during summer 92 
with pay and no obligation. Earn college 
credit and $600-$700. GPA 2.5 SAT 
1000 Call 823-5383 .. 
3yr. Scholarship Applications available 
now! Apply before Feb 21. GPA 3.0 
SAT1000 Covers Tuition, Books and 
$100 a month spending money. Call 
CPT Lemelin 823-5383 for more infor-
mation. 
Money for.College-Guaranteed!l ·Under-
grad, grad, athletic funding searches. 
Call 1-®0-669-9419. 
DON'T DRUNK!! 
I 
I 
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Get in Shape for Spring Break! 
Personal Trainer 
over 7 years Experience. For real 
results real fast Call Ben at 381-1787 
anytime 
TYPISTS 
THORNTON DESIGN GROUP 
382-0190 
WORD PROCESSING-$3.00/page 
DESKTOP PUBLISHING-$10/pg & up 
Spellcheck t\' Proof Session 
3 1/2 Diskette t\' Grammarcheck 
*** WP, EDfflNG: APA, MLA, etc. 
366-0538 
WORDMASTERS 2n·9600 
Student documents and resumes. 
Same day service available. IBM/AT, 
Word Perfect 5.0 
IBM letter quality/laser printing. 
Fast*Professional*Accurate 
LOWCOST-
WORD PROCESS SERVICE: 
no job is too large or too small, 
1-2 cents/word, 
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL, 24 HRS, 
407-423-8078. 
KCO INC Typing/WP/DP/$1.50-$2.00 
7440 University Blvd-Call 678-6735 
OTHER 
Interested in extra income? Eam while 
you learn. Call' 8~ 1-7889 or 365-1703 
for appt. 
COME GET YOUR CAR WASHED BY 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA AT THE SHELL 
STATION, CORNER OF DEAN/50, ON 
FEB 15!! DONATIONS ACCEPTED! 
EARN EXTRA MONEY in spare time 
and also help in the continuing effort to 
promote campus safety. We'll show you 
how to make big $ selling Personal 
Safety Devices. Write to: Personal Safe· 
ty Devices, Inc., 1409 Altamont 
Avenue.Schenectady, NY 12303 
PERSONALS 
Reggae.JAM 
SPRING BREAK JAMAICA 
Accept no Imitations. We sta(ted the 
Jammin'I FREE Parties-Cheap food 
from $254 ea. (800) .. U" REG-
GAE .•• $3 cocktails?--go cruisin at · 
sea, $1 Red Stripes?:--go to Jamaica 
& feel IRIEI!! (800) 873-4423 
See a travel agent 
BARBIE-Remember what comedy used 
to do to you? Lefs test it tonight. CAR-
ROT TOP IN SAC-9pm Having you 
back is better than ever. I can't study or 
sleep. I only think of you •BRETT 
Honey Nut, Moments without you make 
me miss you so much! You are my 
thoughts. What would I do without you? 
Grape Nut 
(. 
the local scene -
a . . 
Second-rate nations of the world in-our own backyard 
. ~ 
·' 
"""' 
., 
E PCO'r'sWorldShow- the Soviet Union): Lenin's raving dictator's rise to power fields of this very capitalistic a tropical paradise. Don't be case features a sam- corpse :finally has a home! But in "Castro Vision 360" and catch nation. Board a flight simula- late for the 10 p.m. changing-piing of some of the wait, that's not all Stand in a CIA boat tour of the Bay of tor and skip over the treetops of the government, when a 
world's most popular coun- line for hours at the Moscow Pigs. Sample real Havana to- of South American jungles, different radical faction takes 
tries. Tourists from as far McDonald'sandblowamonth's bacco at El Grande Cigar or skim the waves over the Gulf of over the country every night. 
away as Des Moines, Iowa, salary on a Big Mac, large fries buy a green military cap em- Mexico and land on adark strip Kids can have their picture 
can sip wine in France, munch and a Diet Coke. Take a tour of blazoned with your name. at night in South Florida. But taken with the Dictator of 
tostadas in Mexico, sample a Siberian gulag, former resi- Whenthesungoesdown, watch watch out for the DEA and the Day. 
sushi in Japan and bite the dence of both murderers and hundreds of Cuban citizens rival drug runners! After that, , f3 Philippines: Come and 
heads off gummy bears in anti-Soviet intellectuals. Let swim across the lagoon to the take a tour of a Drug Lord's see the Imelda Marcos Shoe 
Germany. your kids climb on a toppled Miami pavilion. mansion. Don't forget to visit Collection, purchased with 
But what about the rest statue of Stalin. And if you 0 Kuwait: Where else can the gift shop, but make sure thetaxesofthousandsofPhil-
of the world? What about plan to buy any souvenirs, like you go to see a burned out Iraqi you have plenty of cash. ippine citizens. While you're 
those countries that don't day-old bread, don't forget your tank? Take the kids for a ride © Lebanon: Looking for at it, see the body of her late 
draw jumbo jets full of tour- ration stamps! on an armored personnel car- exci tement?Visit this country's husband, Ferdinand, who is 
ists? What about those mili- @Northern Ireland: En- rier through "The Burning Oil capitol city, Beirut, and learn waiting to return to the coun-
tary dictatorships? What joy traditional Irish food and Fields of Kuwait," EPCOTs what it's like to be a moving try he plundered. 
about the Third World na- culture with an added bonus: newest educational journey target. View the ruins of If you think these coun-
tions? Chances are EPCOT at ariy moment an IRA bomb narrated by CNN's Peter bombed out buildings while ties would make a fine edi-
will never erect an Ethio- could explode in an authentic Arnett. After the ride, be sure evading dozens of militant tionto EPCOT, write the folks 
pian pavilion. So here's a Belfast tavern or passing to catch Disney' latest docu- Arab groups trying to kidnap at Disney and let them know. 
list of Countries You'll Never double-decker bus. mentary, "Saddam Hussein: you. Keep an eye out for straf- How else can tourists learn 
See At EPCOT: @ Cuba: Mickey Mouse The Mother of All Idiots." ing Israeli jets, and don't for- about the real world? 
0 Commonwealthofln- meets the last vestige of Com- 0 Columbia: Take a stroll get your Kevlar vest! -J.C. Smith 
dependent States (formerly munism. TouristS can view a with the kids through the coca @Haiti: Witness poverty in Copy Editor 
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JAM this: JAM magazine poll awards many local musicians 
by Alissa Barber 
This year, the third annual Jammy 
Awards show mushroomed from its 
humble beginnings in Orlando to be-
come a statewide event; celebrating the 
achievements arid talents of musicians 
from all over Florida. 
The" Jammies" featured musical per-
formances by Florida bands, celebrity 
award presenters and a full audio-visual 
production, and managed to be both 
grand and grotesque in tum. Want the 
good news or the bad news first? 
The award winners were chosen by 
both a panel of professionals (i.e. club 
owners promoters, etc.) and any of the 
unwashed masses who had $3.60to spend 
on calling a 900 voting phone number. Is 
this democracy? Having a m8.il-in ballot 
or dub balloting doesn't seem too great a 
favor to ask. Also, the $15 admission 
price for the awards show and and the 
post-show party at the Hard Rock Cafe 
seemed slightly high. However, it seems 
that the majority of the audience got in 
free (by being nominated for an· award, 
the guest of a nominee·, journalist, etc.) 
but what can you do? Enjoy the show. 
Celebrity award presenters included 
Steve Howe from Bad Company, Mike 
Sex sells the· 
masSes, forget 
the mind 
DAVID J. SHOULBERG 
Let's talk .. ::: .  
;f t:~i <t;~j), 
know, sex ··::::::dsl 0 El:::::·· 
whatthedic· ~gr-&.. 
tionary de- fines as: either 
of two divisions of organisms 
distinguished respectively as 
male or female. Unfortunately, 
too often the music industry de-
fines sex as sales! 
Selling a product with sex is 
nothing new. Rarely, though, is 
it used so blatantly and com-
monly as in the recording indus-
try. Have you heard of the very 
talented R&B singer Martha · 
Wash? Odds are you haven't, 
mainly bec~use record compa-
nies don't want you to know 
about her. 
Martha Wash is the great 
voice behind songs fr~m C+C 
Music Factory and Black Box. If 
you have been in a dance club 
this past year you have heard 
her booming voice exclaim "Ev-
ery body Dance Now." Why 
doesn't anyone know about 
Martha?The answer is that she 
is not a tall luscious model with 
booming breasts and never-end-1 
ing legs. Martha Wash is a husky 
rhythm and blues singer who 
was in the now defunct'Weather 
Girls. The group had a hit in the 
early '80s with the song "It's 
Raining Men." In the video for 
the song, we see that Martha is-
a heavyweight talent. With the 
emphasis being on heavyweight: 
Don't fault me for saying this, 
but it is a fact, Martha is over-
weight. This never seemed to 
matter though. The Weather 
Girls were a frivolous and funky 
group masterminded by Rick 
B-SIDE continued page 12 
Although Naiomi's Hair did not win any awards this year, they are a viable Central Florida band~ <Jett eate) 
Gibbens of Badtmger, Donald "Duck" moments of the show, rangingfrom heart-
Dunn, and CliffWilliams.and BrianJohn- felt best wishes to obvious intoxication 
son from AC/DC. These and other pre- (one presenter even hid under the po-
senters gave some of the best and worst di um-those crazy grownups ... ). Only a 
it 
few of the thousands of awards pre-
sented were Entertainer of the Year (De-
JAMMIES continued page 11 
The most reusable piece of plastic on campus. 
..J~ """""'""' It The A1~'\T C{{l/i11g C{{rd will never. go lo wastc. You can use it to make a call from 
.~.:~. :~0 .. : 1.~~. ~111" . 
-----. ......,; 
almost any\\·hcrc to any\\'hL·rc. Once yuu h:t\L' (lf1L'. yDu'll 11L'\'L'r 11l'l'd to apply !'or another. And it'.c..; the ll'ast 
expensiH_' way to call st:ttl'-to-sttte on AT&T \\'hen you cin't di:tl direct. IJ And no\\', you could also get 10% 
h;tch: on all thL' l()ng dist:ll1Cl' ctlls you lll:tkl· \\'ith your ctrd~ l l or COUL'il', \\'hl'n you USl' your C({l/il[g 
Cmd you 'll :11\,·:1ys he rnnnL'l'tL·d tu till' rcli:thk SL·n·iu· you\'l· C01l1L' to L'XJX'Ct fr()rn ATST [ I So. as you Sl'e. 
therl''.'i only Ol1L' way to dl'snihe the 1.f!S:.T C{{l/i11g Can/** in tod;1y\ college environment. Indispensable., 
Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call I 800 654-0471 Ext. 9728. 
• Mu"it mJkt.! 111 l1111c.,1 ~rm No• 1ti u l /\fc'o'.f l 11111 1 D1 ~. 1 ..1nr :c ca lls w 1111 -rlt hH Al P. i ( :.uci pr·r q1 JQ rl1 ~r C alls c<M '''-'(J b y s pm :1a1 AHO pnc111q 
µrei. ns a.ru nm 1nc1urter.J 
••Jn adc1111011. c ur11pus rt !S1c1t!OI'. r11;:1 y p lac;c! d irer. I d1:1l<'d cull:; us1nq un1vers1ly ;u1d Ar~ / ACUS ·· SerVl(;e 
•r• 1992 AT&T 
• 
• 
• 
• 
-· 
., 
.. 
• 
• 
N.Y.·Style Fresh Bagels 
Daily Lun~h Specials 
Bagel Sandwich witli meat ,cheese, lettuce, tomato, 
chips, pickle & small soda. 
249-4003 
Across from UCF 
University Shoppes 
$3 •. fil! Hours 8-5 Mon- Sat 
9- 2 Sun 
·············~··· t Get more for your money! t 
~ -t . . t t Largest 2 B~qrooms Near UCF - t 
t 2 bedroom/2 bath - 1,047 sq. ft. t 
t for only $490 per month! C 
t 3 bedroom/2. bath at $630! C 
I 
· JAMMIES 
FROM PAGE 10 
: Alafaya WoodS~A:pts. -1~---~, 
_  3 miles north of UCF ~t ~lafa~a Woods Blvd. behind ·~· 
·• Pubhx m Oviedo! _ . :4 
~ t -365-8388 -- -t -
4i ••·· ··~·-······· ~~ 
GIVE YOUR SWEETIE 
THE FLORIDA REVIEW 
Fiction and Poetry . 
From Around the US. 
One Year (2 issues) 
Two Years (4 issues) 
$ 7.00 
$11.00 
· , 
The Florida Review 
Department of English 
University of Central Florida 
Orlando, FL 32816 
(407) 823-2038 
,• , ) ' 
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rek&theDominators),Bestln- and Jesse Stone Award 
dependent Release (for this re- (awarded posthumously to 
gion, Braille Closet's Soulmap), Gamble Rogers). 
~ . ... . . ·, o•;y~~-'~~·, 
'·• . . ""· 
. , ~ 
Jam Entertainment News, 
sponsor of the Jammy Awards, 
and the awards themselves do 
their best to honor Florida's 
' unique and diverse musical 
landscape. Ignore the flyers dis-
. crediting the J ammies put up 
around UCF by an un-nomi-
nated band who mistakenly · 
thinks their snotty and arro- · 
gant attitude Will _make theni 
more punk rock. The Jammies 
were, in spite of some horrifying 
moments, a welcome pat on the 
back for Florida's local bands. 
Who can argue with that? · 
Many bands performed live -..._ 
at the Jammies. (Dana ·Jacobsen) 
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St. Louis Syrnphony-3 p.m. 
Carr Performing Arts Centre. 
$15-$35. 
"House Party 2" -6:30 and 9 
p.m. SAC. 
,_ 
Monday,Feb.17 
..•.......... ~ 
Tuesday, Feb. 11 to benefit Enzian Theater and 
the Florida Film Festival. 
Enzian Theatre. $50 and $75. 
A Funny Thing Happened on the 
House of Beef. $5 society mem- Way to- the Forum _ 7:30 p.m. 
hers $7.50 non-members and Peabody Auditorium. $19-$25. 
$2.50 college students. 
1992 USO Show - 7 p.rn. 
Jacqueline Jones, Richard Bain, 
Navy Band and others. Carr ~ 
Performing Arts Centre. Free 
(tickets available at Orlando 
Arena box office . ••••••••••••• 
Tommy Dorsey Orchestra -
2:30, 3:30 and 5:30 p.m. Sea 
World. $29.95 general admis-
sion at the gate. 
\Vednesd8.y,Feb.12 
............ •. 
Mel Torme and Maureen 
McGovern - 8 p.m. King Cen-
ter for the Performing Arts, 
Melbourne. $24.50 and $28.50. 
Dixi.e · Pre gs reunion with 
Leagu~ of Nations - 8 p.m. 
Beacham Theatre. $14advance, 
$16 day of show. 
Saturday, Feb. 15 
••••••••••••• 
"E.T." - 1 and 3 p.m. SAC. 
She Stoops To Conquer -
Valencia Character Company 
production of Oliver Goldsmith 
comedy about two pairs of lov-
ers whose path to happiness is 
blocked by mistaken identity. 
Performing Arts Center, VCC 
east campus. $6 general, $5 stu-
dents. 
Theatre. $13·.50 advance, $16 
The Machine (Pink Floyd trib- day of show. 
ute band) - 9:30 p.m. Hard 
&ck Cafe. Free admission. Sunday, Feb. 16 
The Toasters - 10 p.m. Beach ••••••••••••• 
Club.$5advance,$7dayofshow. Nick Palumbo's Dixieland Up-
date-2-5 p.m. Central Florida 
Thursday, Feb. 13 Jazz Society concert. Chris's 
••••••••••••• 
Rick D~rringer- 7 p.m. Rickie 
Lee's Non-Stop Bop, Quality 
Airport Hotel. $7 advance (at 
club), $8 at the door. 
Ice Cube, the 2 Live Crew, D.J. 
Quick, Black Sheep, Yo-Yo -
7:30P·Di1· OrlandoArena. $22.50. 
Savoy Brown - 8:30 p.m. 
Beacham's Jazz & Blues Club. 
$7 advance, $10 day of show. 
Yngwie Mrumsteen - 10 p.m. 
The Station. $10.50 and $12.50 
advanee, $13 and $15 day of show. 
Friday, Feb. 14 
• • ••••• • ••••• 
Wyton Marsalis - 8 p. m. 
Tupperware Convention Cen-
ter Auditorium. $22.50. 
Judy Tenuta _::_g p.m Tampa The-
atre. $15-$50.Intemational Festi-
val-8 p.m. Southern Ballet The-
atre with dances from Spanish and 
JapanesecllOfe®'al>hers. Carr Per-
forming Arts Centre. $10-$25. 
Labyrinth of Passion - 9 p.m. 
European circus-themed event 
B-SIDE 
FROM PAGE 10 
James, and to be honest, I liked 
them. The vocals were gritty 
and the grooves were greasy. 
In this, the '90s, the age of the 
image , Martha's weight was 
simply not what C+C Music 
Factory wanted. So for the video 
version of Martha's vocals they 
had Zelma Davis, a former 
model, lip-sync the now famous 
Wash vocal of " ... everybody, 
Dance Now!" The production 
team behind Black Box followed 
the same logic. 
What does this say? Does the 
music industry think that the 
record buying public is so image 
conscience that these dance 
songs would have failed if an 
overweight person was shown 
singing? I do not think we should 
. be taken for such mindless idi-
ots. Surely if there is good musi~ 
out there, the public will find it, 
t its & ass or not. 
Artists like U2, Bonnie Raitt, 
It's••••••••• VALENTINES D>Y the 
PLEASURE ISLAND Way! 
Friday, February 14th 
Play "Cupid's Darts and 
Hearts!" Shoot a dart at 
PLEASURE ISLAND'S giant 
heart and take your chance to 
win anything from a cruise to a 
diamond ring. There will be plenty of 
prizes and surprises for everyone: 
Listen to STAR 101 for details. 
, ,t. 
~rience 
Pleasure Island's 
First THRILL RIDE/ 
ORBOTROH 
THE HUMAN 
GYROSCOPE! 
': Experie~ce 
";'. the closest thmg 
· to total 
" weightlessness. 
Located next to 
CAGE. 
c.' 
C' 
t 
~. 
/ 
.rE The BeSt Summer Job 
you'll ever have! 
In your own hometown. 
1-800-443-3059 
DISCOUNTED 
NEW YORK 
s22a00 
DENVER 
· s27aoo 
LOS ANGELES EUROPEAN 
s2gaoo AIRFARES 
Air Fares based on Round trip travel. Restrictions apply. 
Limited space - reserve early! 
_B_ryans Travel Inc. ~----==~  
- courteous seNice to UCF students 
9442 E. COLONIAL• 282-5100 
Are you short on cash? 
Tax $$$ in as little as 48 hours. 
TAX AND ACCOUNTING SERVICE 
Electron!c filing 
Loans against tax refunds in 48 hours 
Complete tax preparation 
Special tax package rates 
Complete supply of IRS forms 
Complete insurance, business, retirement, 
and estate planning 
Call now for a 
free student consultation and ask 
about complete fee deferral with refund loan. 
Located in the Suncrest Village Shopping 
Center at the corner of Dean Road and 
University Boulevard. 
407-678-2829 
r-FioM voUR-FAMous:-FRiENDLY:-, 
WCAL DEEP DISCOUNT 
HEWLETT-PACKARD DEALER: 
HP 95LX Palmtop PC HP48SX WEsmcK 
with Lotus® 1-2-3® E;~EN~:~~E ~~~~~; 
PLUS ALL OTHER HP 
BUSINESS & SCIEITTIAC 
CALCULATORS, 
SUPPLIES & SOFWARE. 
CALCULATOR .___A_C_CE_s_oR_IE_s___. 
•Over 2100 
funct10ns 
"'' • HP Equat1on-
\Vnter 
;ipp!teat1on 
• Grilph1cs 
mte~rated 
with 
calculus 
rj,ij'I HEWL.ETT 
l.:ali PACKARD 
INTERNATIONAL I· m Calculator & Computer~"'" : 
. 2916 Corrine .Drive s'b" l 
Orlando, FL 32803 -0 ; L----~------~-------~ 
1 j 
• ')a, ~i 
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they we're gonna retire my 
jersey, I felt honored," 
Akers-Stahl said. "I kind of 
grew up here at UCF, and 
the school grew up right 
along with me. It's a great 
feeling. It's great to come . 
back here." 
Since returning to the 
states, Akers-Stahl has 
been spending most of her 
time trying to find some 
time to herself. 
"It hasn't been hard at 
all to adjust to the excite-
ment of winning the World 
C.u~p," Akers-Stahl said. 
"The day I got back, I ~as 
on the road. The past week 
I've just been begging for a 
chance to be left alo.ne. It's 
aH been so overwhelming." 
Akers-Stahl was simi-
larly overwhelmed by the 
feeling of accomplishing 
what the U.S. team accom-
plished and said the experi-
ence of playing in front of 
the packed stadium in China. 
was incredible. 
"My dad.got to come over 
to China to watch me, and 
he just cried," she said. 
In the midst of her excite-
ment and the sense of accom-
plishment Akers-Stahl has 
been sorting through since .the 
World Cup, she is bitter over 
the lack of media coverage the 
U.S. gives to soccer. 
"The coverage was very 
poor," Akers-Stahl said. 
"USA Today was the best, 
but other TV and media 
were horrible. I don't know 
how American TV can just 
igno~e a team representing 
the United States winning 
a world title. The picture in 
Sports Illustrated was great 
because we were in there, 
but the rest of the issue was 
all full of college basketball 
and other sports. 
"The problem with 
Americans and soccer is 
that . they're just not edu-
cated in world soccer. 
Americans tend to be so cen-
tered on their own world. 
We really need TV coverage 
to convey how big the sport 
is abroad." 
Akers-Stahl feels it is her duty 
as the nation's best women's soc-
cerplayert.o give back t.o the sport 
thathas takenhertothepinnacle 
in international sports. 
"We should show kids how 
to handle these fbings and 
what it takes to be a winner," 
Akers-Stahl said. 
-whv we·i9ht? 
new approach to 
weight;loss!!! 
Find out:Feb 17 ~at 4 
in the Wellness Ctr. 
Availabl~ to you ~ 
by you~ through us!! 
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The.Future Sports Quiz WOMEN FROM PAGE 16 fortable 29-18 lead. New Or-leans made a run and came 
within two, 30-28 at the half. 
"We are so pleased with 
our performance," said UC'.F 
head coach Gail Falkenberg. 
. Coley made 29 and Rhodes NewOrleanstieditupearly 
scored 27 ~ Loomis had 16 in the second half and tried to 
and Batz ma~e 10. pull away. With eight min- · 
"We are on the way up 
when some conference 
teams are getting tired. n 
Answers in Thursday's · Issue 
... 
Coley, who is second in utes left, the Lady Knights 
the conference in rebounds, were down but scraping to 
made 17 more for her total, come back. 
11 on defense. The Knights came within 
The second home game three but the buzzer sounded 
·pitted UCF against number and New Orleans won came 
four New Orleans. away with a .70-67 victory. 
The Lady Kn:lghts have Senior Brinda Green was 
been working on stronger the high scorer for the Lady 
starts to their games and Knights with 20 p.oints. 
were successful in this one, Rhodes made 18 and Coley 
securing a 16-6 lead in less . made 12. 
than eight minutes. . The last two games have 
With four minutes left in given the Lady Knights a 
the half, UCF . held a com- needed vote of confidence. 
"Whenever we can be in 
the game to take a three 
point shot, we're playing as 
good as we can·. n 
Yolanda Rhodes, who is 
fifth in the conference in 
scoring, agrees that the 
team is coming together. 
"We all played together; 
it was a team effort," Rhodes 
said. "We came out strong 
but then we slacked up. 
We're gonna have to be con-
sistent and want it all 
through the game." 
B-BALL 
FROM PAGE 16 
Mix 6, 50-47(0T) ~------------------~- --- -- - -
Other Scores: 
ALeague-SigEpld.DSP,54-36 
No. 3 POCs d. Warriors (forfeit) 
No. 6 Thump & Blimp d. 
No. 10 Sigmas, 49-37 
Pi Slamma Jamma d. ROTC,. 
. I 63-39 
Undertaker d. Mo Better, 42-34 
B League-Wl\SP d. 4 Him, 
39-37 
No. 6 Running Rockheads 
d. Olga Nets, 65-39 
SAE II d. Hotshots, 56-51 
7 Dwarfs d. AKPsi, 34-14 
No. 10 FCA d. No. 3 Mega 
No. 2 Red Card d. No. AWA, 
101-62 
No. 8 DTD d. Kappa Sigma, 
73.-46 
PIKE II d. ACACIA, 57-33 
Women's-No. 1 B-Ball Rejects 
d. No. 10 Kappa Delta, 73-9 
No. 2-Yellow Rose d. Pi Phi 
(forfeit) 
No. 3 Sexy d. No. 5 FCA 
- Ladies, 41-31 
No. 4 Bulls d. No. 10 Kappa. 
Delta, 47-4 
No. 6 Zetas d. No. 8 Tri-Delta, 
21-16 
No. 7 BAD d. Delta Gamma 
·(forfeit) 
~;;;;;;;~~~~~~-~~-~~~~~· 
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Would You Know a Rapist 
If You Saw One? 
Varsity Club, Drama Club, Deans 
List, Student Council, Rapist 
RAPE Aw~m WEEK 
FEBRUARY 10-14 
M.G. 
INSURANCE 
AGENCY 
· Tired of Paying High 
Premiums? 
Call us for a FREE QUOTE. 
We're at your service 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week 
ALL INSURANCE 
NEEDS 
We' re the Family that Gzres 
OC>N'T WAIT uNnL TOMORROW, 
IT MAY BE TOO LATE. 
Special _rates for young drivers 
862-5554 
I * I ·~ 
.------------------------------, I WE ACCEPT COMPETITORS COUPONS . I IF. REE Buy One RegulaJt 6" Sandw.lc.h I 
I and ge.t one on e.quat o~ I I · leMvr. value FREE J 
I . . . (with pu.JLc.ha}.)e. o fi me.d.lu.m ~ink} I 
I ((="';:-::::;;'- - · I 
II G'1~!?'', ' f!ix.p-Ut•. e¢ Feb. 2•9• 1; J 225 J UN1VERS1TY BLVV. II ~ , ~·, ACROSS FROM U.C.f. 1 1~~, ~~. · NEXT TO UC6 CINEMA I I r;r:;:"'3, SUBS & SALADS Phon~ ahead for Pick-up I 
I 'Not~" om"'"""""""· . z 8 1 - 1 0 0 7 .JI ~------------------------------
"Because working part-time.at 
UPS . .. I don't have to. They have five-
day schedules that leave your weekends 
free. Work morning, noon , or night hours 
that work around your class 
schedule·. And get paid holidays and 
vacations. 
"That's plenty of time to study or 
recharge. And I make plenty too ... 
almost $10,000 a year for working about 
4 hours a day. UPS knows students 
value ti_me as much as money. 
"At UPS, most students work in Oper-
ations and some in Accounting, Indus-
trial Engineering, I. S. and Customer 
Service. So if you don't db weekends, do 
contact UPS." 
Applicants are being considered 
for your local UPS office. For 
interviews or more information about 
UPS, see your school's career 
·development or job placement 
center. UPS is an equal opportunity 
employer. 
M/F 
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.· 
U. ; ~PJ :s=--· :DI i!Es:L·- . 1:,iv,··~/:1·~ 11;Rr.-. ~ 1E--~,D- lU~1cl·=,:''\,,---~:1HD~ ·,1r1' • .  . . • ' -, . • • • ··--: '. • !p . • ~~- )~---~~ -~'"-: '. .: ~.:: . [J. I 
. . . 
.. ' . 
.,) 
t.) 
.... 
""1 
. ~.I 
.. . 
l 
<' 
TENNIS 
FROM PAGE 16 
Brockway, respectively, and 
• then the doubles matches 
will be played. 
As&st.ant coach Chris Pearson 
is excited about the pe:rformance of 
~ the men so far. 
"It looks like we have a tremen-
dous men's team," Pearson said~ 
~ "Our No. 1 looks like he may be in 
the NCAA caliber. He seems to 
have made great strides in a short 
• time. Hepost.ed a good win against 
Florida Intemation&l" 
The team is equally as opti-
~ mistic, although it is very early 
in the season. 
· "As a team we still have to 
get to know each other," 
Brodrick said. "So far we're 
doing well; it's a good group 
of guys." 
Brodrick said the most im-
portant win wasthefirstmatch. 
''We came through and 
won," he said. "It's a relief 
to win. It takes the pres-
sure off after the first win." 
. The women called their 
first match against 
Stetson due to rain. It has 
been reschedu.led for Feb. 
16. Only one match · was 
completed with sixth- . 
seeded Andrea Voges of 
UCF shutting out Carrie 
McGrath (6-0, 6-0). 
.',', ' .. I I 
I I 
' 
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UCF athletics retires jersey-
and number- of Akers-.Stahl 
by Jamie Johnson 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
On Feb. 1 during the half-
time celebrations of a Run-
ning Knights· basketball 
game, UCF athletics paused 
to recognize a hero. 
There are only a handful 
· of athletes in the world who 
can. dominate a sport so 
thoroughly that their name 
becomes synonymous .with 
the sport itself. Magic John-
son · was such an athlete. 
Michael Jordan is today. 
When someone mentions the 
school four . straight years. 
Akers had been recruited ail 
over the country but chose 
UCF because of her personal 
r.espect for UCF's ~oac\l at 
that time, Jim Rudy . . 
competition, establishing 
herself as the nation's· fin-
est female · soccer player. 
Akers' name became Mich-
elle Akers-Stahl when she 
married. Akers-Stahl re-
mains an assistant coach for 
UC F's women's team despite 
being a ·member of the U.S. 
National Team and having 
several natio~al sponsors. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----, 
NBA, Michael Jordan comes 
Akers was named the 
school's Outstanding New-
comer and Most Valuable 
Player in 1984 as well as 
earning All-American hon-
ors and leading the team to 
the quarterfinals of the na-
tional playoffs. After being 
redshirted her sophomore 
season due to an injury, 
Akers was a collegiate All-
American in 1986, 1987 and 
In November, Akers-
Stahl led the American team · 
to the · World Cup 
Tournament's final game 
against Norway and kicked 
the winning goal to give the 
United States the title. 
Akers was the.tournament's 
leading scorer and was fea-
tured in a full-page photo in 
Sports Illustrated's year in 
photos featm:e. 
• 
• 
. 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
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TREAT YOURSELF To THE 
BEST 
LSAT PREPARATION 
AND 
©@!lbr1 -
PROFESSIONAL TCSllHG CENlERS• 
WILL TREAT y OU 
To THE LowEsT L_Y) 
TUITION y OU WILL EVER SEE! 
··········¥········ • : A Sweet Val en tine Treat • 
: $150 OFF : 
·-• Regular Tuition • 
• 
• • 
• • May Not Be Used In ConjUDction With Ally Other Offer. y 
¥ Expires 4-1-92 y 
• 
••••••••••••••••••• 
Hurry! 
Classes for the June 15 Exam are filling quickly! 
Call 1-800-777-EXAM For More Information 
Stop by and visit your ArtCarved representative during this special event. 
Check out our awesome collection of styles. Art Carved will customize a college ring just for 
you with thousands of special options. Don't delay-see your ArtCarved 
repr~sentative before this prflmotion ends. 
-~ RTCllRVtQ 
Where: The University Bookstore 
$15.00 - Deposit Required 
When: February l~th-18th 
10:00 A.M- 8:00 P.M. 
to mind almost instantly. 
When an athlete is simply . 
the best, the world takes 
notice and bows accordingly. 
UCF produced such an 
athlete in the mid-'80s by 
the name of Michelle Akers, 
a soccer playe.r. Akers ar-
rived· in 1984 after earning 
All-American honors in high 
1988. . 
Akers led the team to a 
disappointing 2-1 loss in the 
playoffs in 1988 at the hands 
of the eventual .national 
champion Univ'ersity of 
North Carolina team. 
Akers then went on to na-
tional and in~ernational 
SALES - SERVICE - RENTAL 
COMEDIAN 
UCF responded to Akers-
Stahl's accomplishments by re-
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One for the road unlucky for Lady Knights 
Losses to Ark. -Little Rock and La. Tech.drop UCF to 9-·12 
by Jenny Duncanson 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Three's not a charm if two 
of them are losses. 
The Lady Knights took three 
tries at improving their con-
ference record but could only 
add one to the win column. 
The first_ try was against 
host Arkansas State, which is 
ranked second in the confer-
ence standings. · 
UCF (sixth in the confer-
ence) controlled the tip-off and 
was fouled seconds later, send-
ing sophomore Debby Batz to 
the free throw line for two. 
Arkansas then made seven un-
answered points. 
UCF rallied back to a 13-9 
lead but couldn't h$1g on. Ar- · 
kansas turned up the heat and 
left the court at the half with a 
comfortable 41-29 lead. 
The Lady Knights entered 
the second half strong, but Ar-
kansas never looked back and 
took the victory, 89-65. 
Four Lady Knights put up 
double digits. Senior Yolanda 
Rhodes lead with 18. Fresh-
man Tamika Coley kept pace 
with 17 points ofher own and 
senior Kala Loomis made 12. 
Batz, a sophomore, scored 10. 
Coley made 11 rebounds 
while Batz and Rhodes had 7 a 
piece. 
The Lady Knights then 
came home for the first of three 
home games, beginning with 
"We are on the 
way up when 
someconference 
e getting tir~d." 
-Gail Falkenberg 
COACH, LADY KNIGHTS 
one against seventh-ranked 
South Alabama. 
The Lady Jaguars of South 
Alabama put six points on the 
board before Kala Loomis 
made a layup for UCF. The 
Lady Knights scraped away at 
South Alabama's lead and then 
tried to pull away. 
Tennis team· 
off to 2-1 start 
Midway through the first 
half, UCF was up by 10 
points, but the Lady Jag-
uars came back. They re-
gained the lead with two 
minutes left in the first, but 
some quick fouls helped 
UCF to gain a 44-41 half-
time lead. 
The Knights controlled 
possession at the start of 
the second and quickly 
lengthened their lead . to 
eight. and eventually to 12, 
where it stayed for most of 
the. game. 
With just more than four 
minutes left in the half, 
South Alabama scored nine 
unanswered points and 
threatened to steal the lead. 
The Jaguars sent seven U CF 
players to the free throw line 
in the last 1: 17 and UCF 
held on to rack up an 89-82 
victory. 
Aga}n four Lady Knights 
scored in the double digits, 
but with higher numbe~s. 
Tamika Coley (center) is UCF's leading scorer and is 
WOMEN continued page 14 second in the Sun Belt Conference. <John R1vera1FuruREJ 
Intramural basketball races 
heat. up as season winds down 
$) 
by Jenny Duncanson 
STAFF REPORTER 
by ·Harris Ahmed ingtoward a strongfinish as they spanked ~, 
STAFF REPORTER Sig Ep II (2-4), 41_30. TKE guard Dave 
The UCF Men's Tennis team is 
into the swing of things and the · 
1992 season has started on a posi -
tive note. The men are three 
matches into the season and already 
are showing promise. 
The men began their season with 
a match against Miami-Dade Wil-
son Community College . Each 
·match consists of six singles and 
three doubles matches. 
Top-seeded Eric Berg defeated 
Zoran Milisiya 1n three sets (6-2, 1-
6, 6-3). Third-seeded Wayne 
Brodrick and fifth-s_eeded David 
Goldfarb swept John Dinardi (6-3, 
6-4) and Kenneth Cheng (6-4, 6-2), 
respectively . • 
Brian Horne and Brian Williams 
picked up a doubles win over 
Dinardi and Cheng; Goldfarb -
coupled with Todd Borrows to 
squeak past Ariel Brito andJuaquin 
Cameselle. Berg and Brodrick 
teamed up in doubles, but their 
match against Milisiya and Gerrit 
U retz was called after two sets be-
cause of darkness. 
UCF won the match by an overall 
score of 5-3. 
The Knights took the courts 
against Florida International Uni-
versity and suffered th.eir first loss. 
Berg was the only winner, defeat-
ing Ernesto Lingen (6-4, 4-6, 6-2) in 
singles play. · . 
Number-two seed Arecco nar-
rowly lost his first set, 7-6, but was 
unable to win a single gaine in· the 
second set. Brodrick and Mark 
Sutton both lost in straight sets; 
Burrows and Goldfarb each took 
their opponents to three sets, ' but 
Dina Caputa backhands the ball 
in practice. (Charles K. Mo~owtFUTURE) 
came up short. 
The Knights played their third 
match of the season against the 
Hatters of Stetson. The match had 
to be called early due to w~ath:er 
conditions, but four matches were 
completed. 
Berg defeated Eliseo Alba in 
straight sets (6-1, 6-4) to extend his 
season record to a perfect 3-0 in 
singles play. 
Arceo fell to Denny Rager in 
straight sets (6-2, 6-2). Goldfarb 
swept Rich Caulley (6-4, 6-3). Bur-
rows lost his first set to Chris 
Collany, 7-5, but came on strong to 
sweep the next two sets, 6-0, 6-1. 
The duration of the match has been 
rescheduled for Feb. 17. Brodrick and 
Sutton will have to finish their matches · 
against Brian Young and Dave 
. TENNIS continued page 15 
Week five of the intramural basket- Mcguire had 15 points and 15 rebounds 
ball season became do or die week for while forward . Frank Schumaker had 13 ~. 
teams looking for the No. 1 seed in the points and 8 rebounds. 
upcoming tournament. The No. 1 Hurricanes (6-0) officially 
In the A League's Independent divi- wrapped up the Pegasus - title after 
'\') 
sion, the No. 4 Chosen Few (7-0, 6-0) taking care of FIJI (0-4) in a 60-36 
showed no mercy against No. 7 Quicksil- thrashing. 'Canes Guard Alex Perez 
ver II (6-4, 4-2) in a 68-43 pounding. had 22 points while forward Brian 
Chosen Few forward Daries White led Ballard picked up 17 points. Forward 
thewaywith 18pointsandsixrebounds, Pat Kane accounted for seven of the 
while guard Jermaine Webbs picked up team's 15 assists. 
17 points and four rebounds. In the Knight division, No. 2 Red 
'We haven't been playing to our full Card (7-1) clinched first place at the 
potential lately," said Chosen Few captain expense of No. 3 Mega Mix 6 (7-2, 5-2), 
Mark Peny. "All this time, we've been as they were stunned by No. 7 AWA(4- , 
playing as individuals and 2), 56-49. AWA guard Steve 
not as a team." .---------....--. Smith picked up 24 points 
The Chosen Few is and Mega Mix 6 guard Vince 
tied with the No. 3 ... ,.,".,.,,.. Maccaganohad28pointsin 
DOCs (6-1, 6-0) for first a losing effort. 
place in the divisi9n. In the Women's league, 
In the Fraternity divi- The No. 4 Bulls (5-0, 3-0 so- ~. 
sion, the No. 1 Kappas (7- rarity div.) remained 
0, 6-0) had their usual undefeated after sliding past 
-field day by beating up on the No. 5 FCA Ladies (2-4, 1-
PIKE I (2-5, 0-4). Kappa · ~independent), 37-30. Bulls 
forward Eric Jones turned in a career- centerLeslieSuderhadaseason-high22 
high 25 points and five assist.s, with points, six rebounds and four steals. ~ 
guard Bryan Parker chipping in eight Eulonea Black and Lanette Frazier had 
points and six rebounds. 16 points each as No. 3 SEXY (5-1, 3-1) 
GuardP.J. Behr hit two free throws with tackled No. 6 Zeta (3-3, 3-1), 62-15. No. 2 r 
threesecondsleft.toliftNo.2SAEl(7-1,5- Yellow Rose (5-1, 4-0) '. remained 
l)toa41-39heart-stoppingvictoryover No. undefeated in the independent division 
9AT0(4-5,2-4). Behrpickedup 19.points after holding off No. 9 Dirty Dozen, 43-
whileChrisSeilkophad 12 and6rebounds. 24. Yellow Rose guard Anne Hodges got r 
No.5SigmaChil(7-1,5-l)improvedtheir the job done w1th 16 points while for-
reoord at the expense of No. 8 Lambda Chi ward Kim Stewart had 13 points. The 
I (5-3, 4-3) in a 55-45 victory. Sigma Chi No. 1 B-Ball Rejects (5-1, 3-1) improved '' 
guardMattSamplessnagged 15pointsanci their record by crushing No. 7 BAD (2-4, 
fourreboundswhilecenterVinceBonasera 1-3), 50-22. Tiffany Schreiner had 24 
picked up 13 points and 7 rebounds. points in the victory. ~ 
In the B League's Fraternity division, 
the No. 5TKEs(5-l)find themselves streak- B-BALL continued page 14 
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